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Government of India 
Ministry of Railways 

(Railway Board) 

No.2004/C&IS/AP 2004-05/Pt-I/ Reorg. of PRS                    New Delhi  19 -11-2008 

The General Managers, 
All Indian Railways. 

 Sub: Reorganisation of PRS/UTS networks. 

 Ref: Board’s office letter of even No. dated 17.07.2006 and 03.07.2007. 
 

***** 

Please refer to Board’s office letter of even No. dated 03-07-2007 superseding all instructions ,including letter of even 
No. dated 17.07.2006 and letters issued regarding decentralization of procurement of PRS/UTS peripherals.  Vide this letter 
individual Railways both PRS and non PRS were authorized to procure the following system peripherals for use on their systems: 

1. Dumb Terminals/ Thin Clients 
2. Ticket, report and charting printers and  
3. Terminal Servers.  

 
It was conveyed vide this letter that separate instructions would be issued for the networking (datacom) equipments. 

With the unification of the PRS and UTS networks it is essential that a high level of efficiency and reliability is provided 
in the datacom network for PRS and UTS and uniform standards are adopted for procurement and maintenance of datacom 
equipment which is compatible with other networking devices and the UTS/PRS servers. This would also entail that requisite 
resources in terms of trained manpower is available for managing the unified ticketing network. 

  It is with this objective that it has been decided that for the datacom network of UTS/PRS the instructions circulated 
vide Board’s letter nos.2003/C&IS/Pass.Res/Policy dated 22.04.2003 and 31.07.2003 may be followed. The PRS node owning 
railway would procure and maintain the datacom equipment (both PRS & UTS) for other railways served by it and raise debits 
against the served railways based on actual expenditure incurred annually. Expenditure would be chargeable to revenue (Allocation 
G-270). 

i) CRIS can undertake maintenance of core network and datacom equipments on contractual basis as per extant 
procedure. They will issue centralized bill to the five nodal railways. Alternatively, CCM/PMs of PRS node 
railways may float composite tenders for this purpose for their own as well as sister railways served by them. 

ii) CCM/PMs of five PRS node railways may be made responsible for maintenance Contract Management of 
UTS/PRS core network, routers & datacom equipments procurement as manpower & technical knowledge are 
available with them. 

iii) Maintenance of peripherals/output devices at local level may be done by concerned Zonal Railways as per 
extant procedure.   However, these instructions do not preclude the zonal Railways to have their peripherals / 
output devices maintained by the Nodal Railways for which Nodal Railways may raise annual debits as 
elucidated in the preceding paras. 

For servers and storage media at the server centre (for both PRS & UTS), the extant system of the owning railway 
paying CRIS for the maintenance services would continue. CRIS would continue to be responsible for procurement/replacement for 
the servers (UTS & PRS) and storage media at the server centres. 

This issues with the concurrence of   Finance Directorate of Ministry of Railways. 

 
(Chhatrasal Singh) 

Director (C&IS) 
 

(contd. …. 2/-) 
 




















